But Youre A Horse
If you ally infatuation such a referred But Youre A Horse books that will oﬀer you worth,
acquire the unquestionably best seller from us currently from several preferred authors. If
you want to humorous books, lots of novels, tale, jokes, and more ﬁctions collections are
then launched, from best seller to one of the most current released.
You may not be perplexed to enjoy every ebook collections But Youre A Horse that we will
utterly oﬀer. It is not going on for the costs. Its approximately what you craving currently.
This But Youre A Horse, as one of the most operational sellers here will unquestionably be
accompanied by the best options to review.

How to Think Like a Horse Cherry Hill
2011-06-30 In this fascinating best seller,
Cherry Hill explores the way horses think
and how it aﬀects their behavior. Explaining
why certain smells and sounds appeal to
your horse’s sensibility and what sets oﬀ his
sudden movements, Hill stresses how
recognizing the thought processes behind
your horse’s actions can help you
communicate eﬀectively and develop a
trusting relationship based on mutual
respect.
You Can Lead a Horse to Water But You
Can't Make 'em Cha Cha Kristine Anne
Godinez Lpc 2017-09-28 This new book by
Kris Godinez gives a conglomeration of case
studies to illustrate what motivates and
drives an abusive relationship. Why some
people stay and others don't.
The Boy, The Mole, The Fox and The Horse
Charlie Mackesy 2019-10-10 Discover the
very special book that has captured the
hearts of millions of readers all over the
world. 'A wonderful work of art and a
wonderful window into the human heart'
Richard Curtis A book of hope for uncertain
times. Enter the world of Charlie's four
unlikely friends, discover their story and
their most important life lessons. The boy,
the mole, the fox and the horse have been
shared millions of times online - perhaps
you've seen them? They've also been
recreated by children in schools and hung
on hospital walls. They sometimes even
appear on lamp posts and on cafe and
but-youre-a-horse

bookshop windows. Perhaps you saw the
boy and mole on the Comic Relief T-shirt,
Love Wins? Here, you will ﬁnd them
together in this book of Charlie's most-loved
drawings, adventuring into the Wild and
exploring the thoughts and feelings that
unite us all.
War Horse Michael Morpurgo 2012-02-01 An
e-book edition of War Horse with movie
stills, behind-the-scenes photos,
storyboards, and more! In 1914, Joey, a
beautiful bay-red foal with a distinctive
cross on his nose, is sold to the army and
thrust into the midst of the war on the
Western Front. With his oﬃcer, he charges
toward the enemy, witnessing the horror of
the battles in France. But even in the
desolation of the trenches, Joey's courage
touches the soldiers around him and he is
able to ﬁnd warmth and hope. But his heart
aches for Albert, the farmer's son he left
behind. Will he ever see his true master
again?
Horse Listening Kathy Farrokhzad 2014-03
Do you wish your horseback riding lessons
could come with a user manual? Do you feel
that you could serve your horses better as a
rider if you only know how and what to do?
Would you like to be the rider that all horses
dream of? "Horse Listening: The Book"
focuses speciﬁcally on riding as a means of
improving the horse. Based on the popular
blog, HorseListening.com, the exercises and
ideas are purposely handpicked to help you
develop your path to becoming an eﬀective
rider, not only for your own beneﬁt, but also
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for your horse's long-term well being.
Special "In the Ring" sections give speciﬁc
suggestions to try while riding. By following
these simple, useful exercises, you will be
able to develop a better understanding
about: - the rider's aids - the use of the seat
- the half-halt - accurate turns and circles transitions - hind end engagement - rein
lameness
Knowing Your Horse Emma Lethbridge
2009-09-08 If you understand how your
horse learns and why your training is
eﬀective, you can train faster, more
ethically, and more sympathetically. Emma
Lethbridge thoroughly but simply explains
learning theory, and how to apply it in a way
that is both eﬃcient for training and holds
the horse’s welfare paramount. Knowing
Your Horse will be a key resource for those
wishing to better understand their horse’s
behavior, and to make the most of that
understanding to improve their training
techniques.
Clicker Training for Your Horse Alexandra
Kurland 2007-03
Horse Geraldine Brooks 2022-06-14 A
discarded painting in a junk pile, a skeleton
in an attic, and the greatest racehorse in
American history: from these strands, a
Pulitzer Prize winner braids a sweeping story
of spirit, obsession, and injustice across
American history Kentucky, 1850. An
enslaved groom named Jarret and a bay foal
forge a bond of understanding that will carry
the horse to record-setting victories across
the South. When the nation erupts in civil
war, an itinerant young artist who has made
his name on paintings of the racehorse
takes up arms for the Union. On a perilous
night, he reunites with the stallion and his
groom, very far from the glamor of any
racetrack. New York City, 1954. Martha
Jackson, a gallery owner celebrated for
taking risks on edgy contemporary painters,
becomes obsessed with a nineteenthcentury equestrian oil painting of mysterious
provenance. Washington, DC, 2019. Jess, a
Smithsonian scientist from Australia, and
Theo, a Nigerian-American art historian, ﬁnd
themselves unexpectedly connected
through their shared interest in the
but-youre-a-horse

horse—one studying the stallion’s bones for
clues to his power and endurance, the other
uncovering the lost history of the unsung
Black horsemen who were critical to his
racing success. Based on the remarkable
true story of the record-breaking
thoroughbred Lexington, Horse is a novel of
art and science, love and obsession, and our
unﬁnished reckoning with racism.
You Can Lead a Horse to Water (But
You Can't Make It Scuba Dive) Robert
Bruce Cormack 2014-11-18 A struggling
family-man’s tale with satirical wit “straight
out of Catch-22 and an unsung genius who
might have wandered in from A Confederacy
of Dunces” (Ben East, author of Sea Never
Dry). On the day of his ﬁring, Sam Bennett
packs his things, smokes a joint, then leaves
a pressed ham on the glass of O’Conner
Advertising. Thus begins what seems like a
downward spiral, until Sam ﬁnds himself
among a cast of characters who open his
eyes to a world of live streaming, skinny
dipping, and grass brownies. While he still
ﬁghts the occasional panic attack and drags
his son-in-law out of Lake Michigan, Sam’s
learning that a margarita, sombrero, and a
conga line can turn even a quiet Chicago
suburb into a hedonistic free-for-all. “What
have you learned from this, Sam?” Dr.
Krupsky asks, sitting naked in the pool with
a cigar. “I should dance,” Sam replies.
Horse People Michael Korda 2009-03-17
Bestselling author Michael Korda's Horse
People is the story -- sometimes hilariously
funny, sometimes sad and moving, always
shrewdly observed -- of a lifetime love aﬀair
with horses, and of the bonds that have
linked humans with horses for more than
ten thousand years. It is ﬁlled with intimate
portraits of the kind of people, rich or poor,
Eastern or Western, famous or humble,
whose lives continue to revolve around the
horse. Korda is a terriﬁc storyteller, and his
book is intensely personal and seductive, a
joy for everyone who loves horses. Even
those who have never ridden will be happy
to saddle up and follow him through the
world of horses, horse people, and the riding
life.
Spirit of the Horse William Shatner
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2017-05-23 From his ﬁrst time riding as a
child, William Shatner has felt a deep love
for horses. Whether seated in the saddle,
communicating with them, or simply
appreciating their beauty, his bond with
these majestic animals is deep. For decades
he has sought to share his joy—with
children, veterans, those with disabilities,
and many more—through his annual
Hollywood Charity Horse Show. And here, he
brings that same joy to his fans and readers.
In Spirit of the Horse, the Star Trek and
Boston Legal legend speaks from the heart
about the remarkable eﬀect horses have
had on his life and on the lives of others.
From his ﬁrst horse, bought impulsively on
the advice of a twelve-year-old, to his
favorite horses, acquired after many years
of learning what to look for, this book draws
from Shatner’s own experience and pairs it
with a wealth of classic horse stories,
including unique retellings of the Pegasus
myth and the feats of the most famous war
horses throughout history. The result is a
celebration that captures the unparalleled
connection between humans and
horses—and the power, courage,
mindfulness, and healing that they can
inspire in us. Many fans have heard about
Shatner’s passion for horses; few have seen
it revealed as completely as it is here.
Think Like a Horse Grant Golliher
2022-05-31 In Think Like a Horse, veteran
“horse whisperer” and leadership expert
Grant Golliher applies his hard-won horse
sense to teach invaluable lessons anyone
can use to live a fuller, more successful life.
Grant Golliher is what some would call a
“horse whisperer,” able to get a wild horse
to calmly accept a saddle and a rider
without the use of force. Through training
thousands of horses, many traumatized or
abused, Golliher was able to learn essential
lessons about communication, boundaries,
fairness, trust, and respect—lessons that
apply not just to horses but to humans as
well. It’s why celebrities, Fortune 500 executives, professional coaches, supreme
court justices, and even ordinary families
from around the world ﬂock to his Wyoming
ranch every year to take part in what one
but-youre-a-horse

CEO called “the most transformational
experience I have ever encountered.” Horse
whispering may sound like magic, but as
Grant explains in Think Like a Horse, it’s not
really all that mysterious. The lessons he
shares are as fundamental and ageless as
the relationship between horses, the people
who ride them, and the beauty of the West.
In fact, it’s an approach that anyone can
learn, and should learn, in order to better
understand our common humanity,
overcome trauma, foster more fulﬁlled
relationships, and unlock untapped potential
in virtually every aspect of our lives. All you
have to do is think like a horse.
Crossing the Line Kareem Rosser
2021-02-09 "A marvelous addition to the
literature of inspirational sports stories." Booklist (Starred Review) "This remarkable
and inspiring story shines." - Publishers
Weekly (Starred Review) "Crossing the Line
will not just leave you with hope, but also
ideas on how to make that hope
transferable” - New York Times bestselling
author Wes Moore An inspiring memoir of
defying the odds from Kareem Rosser,
captain of the ﬁrst all-black squad to win the
National Interscholastic Polo championship.
Born and raised in West Philadelphia,
Kareem thought he and his siblings would
always be stuck in “The Bottom”, a
community and neighborhood devastated
by poverty and violence. Riding their
bicycles through Philly’s Fairmount Park,
Kareem’s brothers discover a barn full of
horses. Noticing the brothers’ fascination
with her misﬁt animals, Lezlie Hiner, founder
of The Work to Ride stables, oﬀers them
their escape: an after school job in
exchange for riding lessons. What starts as
an accidental discovery turns into a love for
horseback riding that leads the Rossers to
discovering their passion for polo. Pursuing
the sport with determination and discipline,
Kareem earns his place among the typically
exclusive players in college, becoming part
of the ﬁrst all-Black national interscholastic
polo championship team—all while
struggling to keep his family together.
Crossing the Line: A Fearless Team of
Brothers and the Sport That Changed Their
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Lives Forever is the story of bonds of
brotherhood, family loyalty, the
transformative connection between man
and horse, and forging a better future that
comes from overcoming impossible odds.
The Outside of a Horse Ginny Rorby
2010-05-13 Hannah Gale starts volunteering
at a horse stable because she needs a place
to escape. Her father has returned from the
Iraq war as an amputee with posttraumatic
stress disorder, and his nightmares rock the
household. At the stable, Hannah comes to
love Jack, Super Dee, and Indy; helps bring a
rescued mare back from the brink; and
witnesses the birth of the ﬁlly who steals her
heart. Hannah learns more than she ever
imagined about horse training, abuse, and
rescues, as well as her own capacity for
hope. Physical therapy with horses could be
the answer to her fatherÕs prayers, if only
she can get him to try.
The Horse is Dead Robert Klane 1968
A Horse Walks into a Bar David Grossman
2017-02-21 WINNER OF THE MAN BOOKER
INTERNATIONAL PRIZE • From the
bestselling author of To the End of the Land
comes a searing story of loss and survival.
In a dive bar in a small Israeli city, Dov
Greenstein, a comedian a bit past his prime,
takes the stage for his ﬁnal show. Over the
course of a single evening, Dov’s patter
becomes a kind of memoir, taking us back
into the terrors of his childhood. And in the
dance between comic and audience, a
deeper story begins to take shape as Dov
confronts the decision that has shaped the
course of his life—a story that will alter the
lives of several of those in attendance. A
Horse Walks Into a Bar is a poignant
exploration of how people confront life’s
capricious battering.
A Horse in the House, and Other Strange But
True Animal Stories Gail Ablow 2007
Strange, but true, stories featuring animals
from around the world.
Creating a Bond with Your Horse Kelly Marks
1999-06-01 The successful bond between
horse and rider is the basis for all work
together. In this book, Kelly Marks shows the
reader how to create a happy and
productive partnership. Kelly describes the
but-youre-a-horse

process known as 'join up', explains how
body language aﬀects the horse and the
common mistakes to avoid. She also uses
her interest in human psychology to look at
the dark side of human treatment of horses
and gives advice on stress relief and
controlling anger.
What I'd Teach Your Horse Keith Hosman
2014-03-29 Question: "I just bought a horse.
What do I do now?" Answer: "Buy my book,
'What I'd Teach Your Horse.'" If I had a dollar
for every email I get asking "what to do" to
make a riding horse out of the mare Uncle
Emo just traded for the old RV - or how to
retrain a horse that's grown rusty - or some
version on either theme, I'd be the world's
ﬁrst gazillionaire. With the publication of this
book then, I'm hoping to grab that
distinction. If you broke your horse to saddle
and rode it for the ﬁrst time yesterday, this
book (chapter 1) is where you'd start
tomorrow. If you have an older horse and
you've taught him everything you know and
he still don't know nothin', this book is
where you'd start, (chapter 2). It's a
roadmap to building the foundation every
horse needs, regardless of age, breed or
background, regardless of what you've got
ultimately planned for that horse.
Afterwards, when your horse knows this
book back to front, go train for barrels,
roping, eventing, jumping or dressage. But
today, basics are basics. Section I is the
stuﬀ your horse needs to know. Section II is
the stuﬀ (the theory) you need to know.
Practice the ﬁrst handful of chapters in
order, as written. Beyond that, you should
feel free to mix and match depending on
your needs or abilities. Some chapters are
dependent upon others - but in those cases,
I've spelled out necessary prerequisites.
Contents: SECTION I BASICALLY TRAINING
YOUR HORSE - Legs Mean Move (Step 1 if
This Is "Day 2" for Your Young Horse) - Hip
Control, Part I - Hip Control, Part II - Classic
Serpentine - Train Your Horse to Travel
Straight - Clockwork: How to Teach Anything
to Your Horse - Shoulder Control - The
Reverse Arc Circle - How to Fix Leaning
Shoulders - Serpentine: Indirect to Direct Speed Control - Slow Down, Part I: Move the
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Hip - Slow Down, Part II: Wherein We Train
the Brain - Balky Horses: Comatose One
Minute, Hot to Trot the Next - Crossing
Creeks and Scary Stuﬀ - Teach Your Horse
to Lower Its Head While Standing - Better
Back Ups - Simple Steps to Power Steering Diagonal Movement ("Leg Yields Without the
Legs") - Softening - Getting Leads - A Fix for
Cross-Firing (aka "Cross-Cantering") - Hipsin (aka "Haunches-in" or "Travers") - Neck
Reining How-To SECTION II TEACHING YOU,
THE THEORY BEHIND THE PRACTICE - The
First Thing I Do Here's the ﬁrst thing you
should do with your horse today. - Each
Time You Mount Up, Do This Here's a small
thing you can do to keep your horse's
attitude in check. - How to Pick Up Your
Reins Like a Pro How to pick up, handle, and
release your reins - Training Magic: Release
on the Thought Two days from now your
friends at the barn will be blown away by
the overnight improvements you've made. What You're Feeling For A trained horse will
read your body language and act. - Learning
When things are going awry, it's often
because something small hasn't been
taught. - Reins Tell Direction, Legs Tell
Speed Maybe you're burning out your cues,
using them as both a “heads-up” and
motivator. - Talking Horse Tell your horse
exactly what you were looking for when
you're riding. - See Yourself Leading When
Riding One simple change you can make for
big changes immediately. - Perfect the First
Time Here's how to soften your horse
quickly. - Six Easy Ways to Improve Your
Training Here are 6 training tips to simplify
your training and make big changes fast. Rider Checklists Here are 3 "Rider
Checklists." Together, they'll keep you
safer—and accelerate your training. Diagnosing Problems Which cues is your
horse ignoring? Second Edition
A Horse to Remember Sam Savitt 1984
When he learns that his newly acquired,
uncontrollable horse was formerly a race
horse of distinction, seventeen-year-old
Mike Benson and his horse train to race
again.
Whisper This... Not to Your Horse, to
Yourself. Smokie Brannaman 2006-12-01 A
but-youre-a-horse

No Bull$#it book for you and your horse.
Whisper This has been enjoyed by
thousands around the world. It is the best
book out there for new horse owners or
those thinking of buy one. Written by
horseman Smokie Brannaman, Whisper
This... Not to your horse, to yourself: is a
straight forward, tell-it-like-it-is guide for
anyone considering owning a horse, and
especially for prospective ﬁrst-time horse
buyers. People watch TV, read a novel or
see a movie and get a Black Beauty fantasy
going about getting a horse. All too often
the fantasy ends with broken bones, broken
dreams, broken bank accounts and ruined
horses. Using his dry wit and years of
experience, Smokie takes you through a
myriad of things you need to know on topics
such as buying the right horse, what to look
for in a good horse, common mistakes,
training, clinics and more. No Bull$#it
advise comes from someone whose motive
is to make the rider safe and the horse
comfortable and content... Not someone
focused on the proﬁt they can make. Part of
the proceeds from this book are being
donated the the Wisconsin Horse Council,
Equine Foundation Scholarship Fund.. Look
for Smokies new DVD training videos,
Hooked On... Round Pen Work, and You
Can't Ride Pretty, A complete ﬁrst time
horse buyers guide, also on Amazon.com.
Smokie has also just released his newest
book Equiknowlogy 101... and a new DVD
Colt Starting 101... must have educational
tools for the new horse owner and
experienced horse folks as well.
Horse Girls Halimah Marcus 2021-08-03 “A
wild, rollicking ride into the heart of horse
country—these essays get at what it means
to love horses, in all that love's complexity.”
—Anton DiSclafani, author of The
Yonahlossee Riding Camp for Girls A
compelling and provocative essay collection
that smashes stereotypes and redeﬁnes the
meaning of the term “horse girl,”
broadening it for women of all cultural
backgrounds. As a child, horses consumed
Halimah Marcus’ imagination. When she
wasn’t around horses she was pretending to
be one, cantering on two legs, hands poised
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to hold invisible reins. To her classmates,
girls like Halimah were known as “horse
girls,” weird and overzealous, absent from
the social worlds of their peers. Decades
later, when memes about “horse girl
energy,” began appearing across social
media—Halimah reluctantly recognized
herself. The jokes imagine girls as blinkered
as carriage ponies, oblivious to the mockery
behind their backs. The stereotypical horse
girl is also white, thin, rich, and straight, a
daughter of privilege. Yet so many riders
don’t ﬁt this narrow, damaging ideal, and
relate to horses in profound ways that
include ambivalence and regret, as well as
unbridled passion and devotion. Featuring
some of the most striking voices in
contemporary literature—including Carmen
Maria Machado, Pulitzer-prize winner Jane
Smiley, T Kira Madden, Maggie Shipstead,
and Courtney Maum—Horse Girls reframes
the iconic bond between girls and horses
with the complexity and nuance it deserves.
And it showcases powerful emerging voices
like Braudie Blais-Billie, on the connection
between her Seminole and Quebecois
heritage; Sarah Enelow-Snyder, on growing
up as a Black barrel racer in central Texas;
and Nur Nasreen Ibrahim, on the colonialist
inﬂuence on horse culture in Pakistan. By
turns thought-provoking and personal,
Horse Girls reclaims its titular stereotype to
ask bold questions about autonomy and
desire, privilege and ambition, identity and
freedom, and the competing forces of
domestication and wildness.
A Good Horse Jane Smiley 2010-10-26 When
eighth grader Abby Lovitt looks out at those
pure-gold rolling hills, she knows there’s no
place she’d rather be than her family’s
ranch—even with all the hard work of
tending to nine horses. But some chores are
no work at all, like grooming young Jack. At
eight months, his rough foal coat has shed
out, leaving a smooth, rich silk, like
chocolate. As for Black George, such a good
horse, it turns out he’s a natural jumper.
When he and Abby clear four feet easy as
pie, heads start to turn at the ring—buyers’
heads—and Abby knows Daddy won’t turn
down a good oﬀer. Then a letter arrives
but-youre-a-horse

from a private investigator, and suddenly
Abby stands to lose not one horse but two.
The letter states that Jack’s mare may have
been sold to the Lovitts as stolen goods. A
mystery unfolds, more surprising than Abby
could ever expect. Will she lose her beloved
Jack to his rightful owners? Pulitzer Prize
winner Jane Smiley raises horses of her own,
and her aﬀection and expertise shine
through in this inviting horse novel for
young readers, set in 1960s California horse
country and featuring characters from The
Georges and the Jewels.
How to Fly a Horse Kevin Ashton
2015-01-20 As a technology pioneer at MIT
and as the leader of three successful startups, Kevin Ashton experienced ﬁrsthand the
all-consuming challenge of creating
something new. Now, in a tour-de-force
narrative twenty years in the making,
Ashton leads us on a journey through
humanity’s greatest creations to uncover
the surprising truth behind who creates and
how they do it. From the crystallographer’s
laboratory where the secrets of DNA were
ﬁrst revealed by a long forgotten woman, to
the electromagnetic chamber where the
stealth bomber was born on a twenty-ﬁvecent bet, to the Ohio bicycle shop where the
Wright brothers set out to “ﬂy a horse,”
Ashton showcases the seemingly
unremarkable individuals, gradual steps,
multiple failures, and countless ordinary and
usually uncredited acts that lead to our
most astounding breakthroughs. Creators,
he shows, apply in particular ways the
everyday, ordinary thinking of which we are
all capable, taking thousands of small steps
and working in an endless loop of problem
and solution. He examines why innovators
meet resistance and how they overcome it,
why most organizations stiﬂe creative
people, and how the most creative
organizations work. Drawing on examples
from art, science, business, and invention,
from Mozart to the Muppets, Archimedes to
Apple, Kandinsky to a can of Coke, How to
Fly a Horse is a passionate and immensely
rewarding exploration of how “new” comes
to be.
What I'd Teach Your Horse Keith Hosman
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2012-08-03 If you broke your horse to
saddle and rode it for the ﬁrst time
yesterday, this book (chapter 1) is where
you'd start tomorrow. If you have an older
horse and you've taught him everything you
know and he still don't know nothin', this
book is where you'd start, (chapter 2). It's a
roadmap to building the foundation every
horse needs, regardless of age, breed or
background, regardless of what you've got
ultimately planned for that horse.
Afterwards, when your horse knows this
book back to front, go train for barrels,
roping, eventing, jumping or dressage. But
today, basics are basics. Section I is the
stuﬀ your horse needs to know. Section II is
the stuﬀ (the theory) you need to know.
Practice the ﬁrst handful of chapters in
order, as written. Beyond that, you should
feel free to mix and match depending on
your needs or abilities. Some chapters are
dependent upon others - but in those cases,
I've spelled out necessary prerequisites.
Question: "I just bought a horse. What do I
do now?" Answer: "Buy my book, 'What I'd
Teach Your Horse.'" Contents: SECTION I,
BASICALLY TRAINING YOUR HORSE - Legs
Mean Move (Step 1 if This Is "Day 2" for
Your Young Horse) - Hip Control, Part I - Hip
Control, Part II - Classic Serpentine - Train
Your Horse to Travel Straight - Clockwork:
How to Teach Anything to Your Horse Shoulder Control - The Reverse Arc Circle How to Fix Leaning Shoulders - Serpentine:
Indirect to Direct - Speed Control - Slow
Down, Part I: Move the Hip - Slow Down, Part
II: Wherein We Train the Brain - Balky
Horses: Comatose One Minute, Hot to Trot
the Next - Crossing Creeks and Scary Stuﬀ Teach Your Horse to Lower Its Head While
Standing - Better Back Ups - Simple Steps to
Power Steering - Diagonal Movement ("Leg
Yields Without the Legs") - Softening Getting Leads - A Fix for Cross-Firing (aka
"Cross-Cantering") - Hips, Get Behind the
Shoulders (And Stay Put) - Hips-in (aka
"Haunches-in" or "Travers") - Neck Reining
How-To SECTION II, TEACHING YOU, THE
THEORY BEHIND THE PRACTICE - The First
Thing I Do - Each Time You Mount Up, Do
This - How to Pick Up Your Reins Like a Pro but-youre-a-horse

Training Magic: Release on the Thought What You're Feeling For - Reins Tell
Direction, Legs Tell Speed - Talking Horse See Yourself Leading When Riding - Perfect
the First Time - Six Easy Ways to Improve
Your Training - Rider Checklists - Diagnosing
Problems Books by This Author Meet the
Author: Keith Hosman "If I had a dollar for
every email I get asking "what to do" to
make a riding horse out of the mare Uncle
Emo just traded for the old RV—or how to
retrain a horse that's grown rusty—or some
version on either theme, I'd be the world's
ﬁrst gazillionaire. With the publication of this
book then, I'm hoping to grab that
distinction."
Adventures of the Horse Doctor's
Husband Justin B. Long 2019-09 When he
wedded a veterinarian, chasing horses down
the Interstate wasn't in the vows... If you
love animals, you'll adore this hilarious,
delightful, and sometimes heartbreaking
behind-the-scenes look at life in a rural vet
clinic.
Are You a Horse? Andy Rash 2009 When
Roy gets a saddle for his birthday, he goes
in search of a horse.
Horse Crazy Sarah Maslin Nir 2021-08-03
ONE OF USA TODAY'S “20 SUMMER BOOKS
YOU WON'T WANT TO MISS” In the
bestselling tradition of works by such
authors as Susan Orlean and Mary Roach, a
New York Times reporter and Pulitzer Prize
ﬁnalist explores why so many
people—including herself—are obsessed
with horses. It may surprise you to learn
that there are over seven million horses in
America—even more than when they were
the only means of transportation—and
nearly two million horse owners. Acclaimed
journalist and avid equestrian Sarah Maslin
Nir is one of them; she began riding horses
when she was just two years old and hasn’t
stopped since. Horse Crazy is a fascinating,
funny, and moving love letter to these
graceful animals and the people who—like
her—are obsessed with them. It is also a
coming-of-age story of Nir growing up an
outsider within the world’s most elite inner
circles, and ﬁnding her true north in horses.
Nir takes readers into the lesser-known
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corners of the riding world and proﬁles some
of its most captivating ﬁgures. We meet
Monty Roberts, the California trainer whose
prowess earned him the nickname “the man
who listens to horses,” and his pet deer;
George and Ann Blair, who at their riding
academy on a tiny island in Manhattan’s
Harlem River seek to resurrect the erased
legacy of the African American cowboy; and
Francesca Kelly, whose love for an Indian
nobleman shaped her life’s mission: to
protect an endangered Indian breed of
horse and bring them to America. Woven
into these compelling character studies, Nir
shares her own moving personal narrative.
She details her father’s harrowing tale of
surviving the Holocaust, and describes an
enchanted but deeply lonely upbringing in
Manhattan, where horses became her
family. She found them even in the middle
of the city, in a stable disguised in an old
townhouse and in Central Park, when she
chased down truants as an auxiliary
mounted patrol oﬃcer. And she speaks
candidly of how horses have helped her
overcome heartbreak and loss. Infused with
heart and wit, and with each chapter named
after a horse Nir has loved, Horse Crazy is
an unforgettable blend of beautifully written
memoir and ﬁrst-rate reporting.
Hold Your Horses Bonnie Timmons
2003-01-01 Written and illustrated by
Timmons, the award-winning artist from
NBCUs "Caroline in the City, Hold Your
Horses" is full of irresistible pleasure and
unexpected horse sense. Full color.
Feed Your Horse Like a Horse Ph. D.
Juliet M. Getty 2009-12 Feeding is the
foundation of every horse's health, and
every owner cares about it, but answers can
be hard to ﬁnd. Based on solid science and
the author's long experience, Feed Your
Horse Like A Horse illuminates the secrets of
equine nutrition and points the way toward
lifelong vitality for your horse. Part I explains
the physiology of the horse's digestion and
nutrient use; Part II oﬀers recommendations
for speciﬁc conditions such as insulin
resistance and laminitis, as well as
discussion about feeding through the life
stages, from foals to athletes to aged
but-youre-a-horse

horses. Whether you are a novice horse
owner or a seasoned professional, Feed Your
Horse Like A Horse will be your most
valuable resource on equine nutrition. You'll
begin in Section 1 with an up-to-date
overview of nutrition and horse physiology
that is designed for everyone, from the
novice to the lifelong horseman. Section 2
will empower you to make the right feeding
decisions that support your horse's innate
needs, regardless of his condition or activity
type. As a reference book, you have the
freedom to choose which sections to read.
Topics include: Choosing the right hay or
concentrates Helping easy and hard keepers
How vitamins and minerals work
Recognizing and eliminating stress
Importance of salt and other electrolytes
Treating insulin resistance Reducing the risk
of laminitis Recovery for the rescued horse
Nutrient fundamentals Dealing with genetic
disorders Managing allergies Alleviating
arthritis Diagnosing equine Cushing's
disease Preventing ulcers and colic Feeding
treats safely Pregnancy and lactation
Feeding the orphaned foal Optimizing
growth Optimizing athletic work and
performance Changing needs as horses age
Considerations for donkeys and mules Juliet
M. Getty, Ph.D. is a consultant, speaker, and
writer in equine nutrition. A retired
university professor and winner of several
teaching awards, Dr. Getty presents
seminars to horse organizations and works
with individual owners to create customized
nutrition plans designed to prevent illness
and optimize their horses' overall health and
performance. Based in beautiful rural
Bayﬁeld, Colorado, Dr. Getty runs a
consulting company, Getty Equine Nutrition,
LLC (GettyEquineNutrition.com), through
which she helps horse owners locally,
nationally, and internationally. The wellbeing of the horse remains Dr. Getty's
driving motivation, and she believes every
horse owner should have access to scientiﬁc
information in order to give every horse a
lifetime of vibrant health.
A Horse Named Steve Kelly Collier
2017-04-04 “Steve is a ﬁne horse. But he
thinks he could be ﬁner. He wants to be
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EXCEPTIONAL.” When Steve ﬁnds a gold
horn in the forest and attaches it to his
head, ta-da! Exceptional! His friends are so
impressed, they, too, attach objects to their
own heads, in an eﬀort to be as exceptional
as Steve. So when Steve suddenly realizes
his horn has gone missing, he’s devastated!
He won’t be exceptional without his horn! Or
will he? A laugh-out-loud tale of an
endearingly self-absorbed horse who learns
that there’s more than one way to blow your
own horn!
Complete Horse Care Manual Colin Vogel
2011-02-01 Comprehensive, fully illustrated
and up-to-date, Complete Horse Care
Manual is a thoroughbred guide to horse
care. An excellent working relationship with
your horse is based on understanding and
communication. These lie at the heart of this
practical guide. From day-to-day upkeep,
stabling, and grooming, to nursing a sick
horse and ﬁrst-aid techniques, this
accessible handbook will appeal to all horse
lovers. With over 650 specially
commissioned photographs and diagrams,
step-by-step sequences tell you all you need
to know about caring for your horse. A
detailed guide to ailments allows you to
recognize common problems and deal with
them eﬃciently. Practical suggestions for
daily, monthly, and annual routines will
ensure you keep your horse healthy and
comfortable throughout the year.
Winged Horse of Heaven R. S. McDonald
2012-12 Raneous, is the young son of the
great Palladon, the swiftest and strongest of
the Heavenly Host winged horses. Full of
youthful idealism, he is eager to begin his
training against the Darkland demons.
Finally, after many months of ﬂight training,
he accompanies an angelic scouting party
on a short mission to the miserable realm of
the Borderlands. Excitement turns to terror
as the dark forces succeed in separating
Raneous from the angelic troop. Utterly lost,
seemingly abandoned, and unable to ﬂy in
the mortal world, Raneous begins his quest
to return to the heavenly realm. Through his
friendship with a troubled boy, Brian,
Raneous learns to ﬁght the demons lurking
in the shadows, but also the darkness of the
but-youre-a-horse

mind. Can he trust the goodness of what he
has been taught? Has the High King
abandoned him? Why has no one come for
him? Join Raneous and Brian as they battle
dark forces of evil, learn the true secrets for
victory, and step into the power and
freedom of becoming a true servant of the
High King. Horse lovers, and warriors of all
ages will love to take this coming-of-age
journey with the beloved winged colt,
Raneous.
Mindful Horsemanship Cheryl Kimball 2002
This is a perpetual calendar of thoughtprovoking quotes that Cheryl has collected
over the years in her quest for better
horsemanship. Quotes are drawn from
sources ranging from practising horsemen
and horsewomen, to psychiatrists such as
Viktor Frankl, sports ﬁgures like Tiger
Woods, characters in novels, and even jokes
and word puzzles. The author accompanies
each quote with thoughts on how the quote
relates to working with horses, including
anecdotes from her own horse life as well as
insights gleaned from horse clinics around
the country. None are intended to be
prescriptive, but instead to provide jumping
oﬀ points for each reader to come up with
her or his own thoughts on how the quote
might apply to horsemanship and how it
might better the reader's own
understanding of and ability to be aware, to
be mindful, to be in the moment. Horses are
masters at mindfulness, experiencing their
lives one moment at a time. They have a lot
to teach humans if we are only willing to
explore their world on their terms and
expand our own awareness to better
understand these gracious animals. Keep
this book by your bedside or next to the
place where you have your morning coﬀee
for a daily dose of inspiration.
The Little Book of Horse Quotes Illinois
Horse Rescue of Will County 2013-09 Get a
Book. Give to a Horse. We make a living by
what we get, but we make a life by what we
give. Winston Churchill Saving a horse will
not change the world...But surely it would
change the world for that one horse. Author
Unknown When you give a personal lesson
in meanness to a critter or to a person, don't
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be surprised if they learn their lesson.
Cowboy Wisdom Finalist in the Self-Help:
Journals & Quotes category of The USA "Best
Books 2013" Awards, sponsored by USA
Book News. The Little Book of Horse Quotes
shares the laughter, lessons, and love that
horses bring into our daily lives. This is a
classic collection of 365 unforgettable
quotes from more than 100 famous authors
including Pam Brown, Winston Churchill,
W.C. Fields, Ann Landers, Abraham Lincoln,
Roy Rogers and John Wayne as well as
savvy sayings and uplifting proverbs. The
book is organized with a combination of lots
of wisdom and horse sense to keep in mind
for each and every day of the year. The
quotes are arranged around the topics of
Caring, Companionship, Compassion, Giving,
Healing, Kindness, Laughter, Love, Respect,
Understanding, and more. These quotes
have stood the test of time and each can be
used for enjoyment, inspiration, or
motivation. The book also includes a
checklist and journal to keep track of
favorite horse quotes, rewarding
experiences, and meaningful memories. A
portion of the proceeds from this book
beneﬁts Illinois Horse Rescue of Will County.
A Horse of Her Own Annie Wedekind
2009-09-29 A girl who longs for her own
horse is given the chance to care for a
troubled, damaged horse, who needs her as
much as she needs him. Fourteen-year-old
Jane Ryan has always dreamed of having a
horse of her own—but so long as she gets to
ride her favorite school horse, Beau, at
Sunny Acres farm, she's content. And this is
the summer she means to try out for the
advanced riding class. But just as camp
begins, Jane receives heartbreaking news
about Beau. She loses, not just her favorite
horse, but also her chance to ride in the
end-of-summer competition. When her
trainer asks for her help with an out-ofcontrol chestnut warmblood, Lancelot, a
newcomer to the barn, she has no choice
but to say yes. There's another new addition
to the farm: Ben Reyes, the grandson of the
barn's manager. As Jane struggles to go on
without Beau, and to make Lancelot the
great horse she believes him to be, her
but-youre-a-horse

feelings for Ben, her relationships with the
privileged group of girls she rides with, and
her painful, joyous road to self-discovery all
lead to a heart-pounding conclusion that is
truly a new beginning. Only Jane's faith in
Lancelot, and her own rediscovered skill and
strength, can see her through the hard
journey toward a horse of her own.
But... You're a Horse David Bussell
2015-03-23 As featured in The Guardian.
From the internet mischief-maker who
brought you the "Knock Knock Hijack," in
which he ran away with a friend's Facebook
joke to hilarious eﬀect, and "Hotel Graﬃti,"
a series of peculiar messages hidden in
hotel rooms around the world, comes "But...
You're a Horse," a collection of pranks,
anecdotes and gags that have nothing
whatsoever to do with the cover of the book
containing them. David Bussell's work has
been featured in The Telegraph, The
Huﬃngton Post, Buzzfeed, B3TA, Digital
Spy, and (quite without his permission) The
Daily Mail. Things people have said about
David Bussell: "Hilarious" Graham Linehan
(Father Ted, The IT Crowd). "Really good"
Shane Allen (BBC Controller of Comedy
Commissioning). "Ha " Sam Bain (Peep
Show, Fresh Meat).
How to Raise Your I.Q. by Eating Gifted
Children Lewis Burke Frumkes 2000-04-01
Lewis Burke Frumkes, one of America's very
best satirists, sharpens his pen on the fads,
fears, and fashions of the urban landscape.
Here are 49 hilarious ways to cope with
them. Explore the beneﬁts of aerobic typing.
Wile a friend with "Exotic Gifts from Harry
and Larry" including "Road Imperial
Valium—America's Favorite
Tranquilizer—Only Better." Take charge of
your next meeting with Frumkes's "New
Rules of Order," which include Blurting,
Interrupting, and Bullwhipping. Jump in the
saddle and rope a roach—apartment style.
And, of course, raise your I.Q. with a
delicious "Gifted Child Fricassee."
The Big Book of Miniature Horses
Kendra Gale 2018-04-15 Pet, show-ring
competitor, pasture companion, driving
partner, patient therapy horse—the
Miniature Horse does it all. But whether you
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dream of winning ribbons or just hanging
out, it is vital to have a solid understanding
of safe handling and proper stabling;
grooming needs and feeding requirements;
general care and management essentials;
special health and wellness concerns; and
basic training how-tos. In these pages
experienced Miniature Horse breeder
Kendra Gale of Circle J Miniature Horses
provides the most complete Miniature Horse
resource available. You not only learn the
ins and outs of making a Miniature Horse a
part of your life, you gain invaluable
professional insight when it comes to buying
and breeding, registering and showing,
training and handling, and so much more.
Bombproof Your Horse Rick Pelicano

but-youre-a-horse

2017-09-20 Every horse, from the pampered
show-hunter to the family pet, is faced at
one time or another with an object or
situation that is overwhelmingly terrifying,
or just downright confusing. With his
systematic approach to "bombprooﬁng,"
Sergeant Rick Pelicano of the Maryland
National Capitol Park Police shares his
methods on how to be proactive rather than
reactive when it comes to training your
horse to deal with such situations. His
vividly illustrated manual shows you how to
accustom your horse to a variety of
circumstances, noises, and objects, thereby
turning him into a more pleasurable,
submissive, conﬁdent, and ultimately safer
mount.
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